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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the development and implementation of an on-board computing module in
an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) based on a low-cost single-board computer. This module interacts
with a base station, in order to transmit the data gathered in a set of sensors (GPS, image and other
UAV sensors). At the base station, the GPS coordinates are subsequently used to track the trajectory
in an user interface based on Google Maps, embedding the sensors data on the map. The mobile
station was developed using C programming language on a Raspberry Pi single board computer with
Linux distribution. It captures images with an off-the-shelf low-cost webcam and uses a conventional
GPS module to acquire the latitude/longitude. The acquired data is then subsequently sent to the
base station throw a wireless WiFi communication link. The base station is composed of a web
application, developed in Node.Js, with a graphical interface to show (in real time) the trajectory of
the UAV, by embedding the georeferenced sensors data and images with convenient markers on the
map. According to the conducted performance evaluation, the implemented system is able to fulfil the
aimed requirements, being able to offer an image acquisition throughput of 4 fps.
Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, Embedded System, Single-Board computer, Image acquisition
and encoding, Georeference signal acquisition, Graphical Interface

1. Introduction

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), commonly re-
ferred as drones, are remotely piloted aircraft sys-
tems. They range from simple hand-operated short-
range systems, to long endurance and high altitude
systems. They are also referred to as Unmanned
Aerial Systems (UAS) and Remotely Piloted Air-
craft (RPA). UAVs have civil, commercial and mil-
itary uses.

In this project, it will be designed and implement-
ed a distributed data acquisition, processing and
visualization system, composed by a mobile station
and a base station, to be integrated in an UAV.
The main goal of this system is to acquire data
from navigation sensors and images from a cam-
era installed in the UAV and send them to the base
station. The mobile station also has an GPS sys-
tem, which will be used to georeference all the data
gathered by the sensors and track the trajectory of
the UAV. The base station consists on a computer
(laptop) on the ground and will be used to receive
the gathered signals transmitted by the mobile s-
tation. After receiving the gathered signals, these
must be processed and displayed using a map to
georeference the data.

This project is a prototype and is part of an UAV
currently under development by the Portuguese Air

Force. The main goal of this project is to develop a
set of software components to handle the interaction
between the on-board computing module and the
base station.

In the on-board computing module, the software
must handle the interface with the hardware that
deals with the image and GPS acquisition, as well
as with the data transmission system installed in
the UAV, in order to acquire image and GPS coor-
dinates and send them to the base station. Other
information from sensor signals can also be sent over
the data link. All the acquired data should be prop-
erly encoded and compressed before transmission.

In the base station, the software must receive
the information from the UAV and display the da-
ta. The GPS coordinates will be used to track the
trajectory on a map, while displaying the acquired
image. Figure 1 shows the simplified view of the
project. In particular the main objectives of this
project are:

1. Implementation of the interface software, be-
tween the on-board computer, the sensors, the
GPS and the video camera.

2. Implementation of the communication between
the on-board computer and the base station.

3. Implementation of the user interface, at the
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base station.

Figure 1: simplified view of the project architecture

2. Related Work
For this project (and proof of concept), a simple
configuration interface is targeted, where the mod-
ules are easy to connect and integrate and with a
strict low cost requirement. As such, it will be used
a lightweight single-board computer, connected to
a low cost GPS module (to acquire the coordinates)
and an off the shelf camera to acquire the images.
The mobile station will interact with the base sta-
tion in order to transmit the gathered sensor sig-
nals. Therefore, the following presents the relevant
implementation technologies and platforms for this
project: single-board computers, cameras, GPS sys-
tems and communication systems.

2.1. Processing Boards
A single board computer is a small sized complete
computer, built on a single circuit board that plugs
into a monitor and a keyboard. It is a very compact
computation system with microprocessor, memo-
ry, input/output (I/O), and which can be used for
many of the tasks performed by a desktop PC.

The main requirements taken into account, to
chose the single board for this project are: Low
cost; Adequate computational power to acquire da-
ta from the sensors (GPS, image and other UAV
sensors) and transmit them to the base station; In-
terfaces to connect a video camera, GPS module
and wireless transmitter; The single board comput-
er must support a robust open source OS, with de-
vice drivers for acquiring image and GPS signals.
Therefore, it was given preference for boards with
Linux compatibility. Table 1 shows the specifica-
tions of some boards considered.

2.2. Video Acquisition Systems
For this project was analysed three types of cam-
eras: industrial camera, action cameras and web-

Raspberry Pi (model B) BeagleBone Black Gooseberry
CPU ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz AM335x 1 GHz ARM Cortex-A8 A100 1 Ghz ARM
GPU Broadcom VideoCore IV PowerVR SGX530 Mali 400 MHz
Memory 512 MB 512 MB DDR3 512 MB

Storage SD card slot
2 GB 8-bit eMMC on-board,

micro SD card slot
4 GB on-board,

micro SD card slot

Operating System
Linux (Rasbian, Pidora, Arch),

OpenELEC, RaspBMC,
RISC OS

Linux and Android Android 4.0 ICS

Dimensions 85.6 0 mm x 56 mm 86.40 mm x 53.3 mm 91.3 mm x 72.1 mm
Idle/max power consumption 1 W / 2.4 W 1.05 W/ 2.3 W 2.3 W / 4 W
Price 39 EUR1 55.35 EUR2 51 EUR

Table 1: Considered boards specifications: Rasp-
berry Pi[14], BeagleBone Black [1], Gooseberry

cams. The main requirements taken into account to
choose the camera for this project were: low cost;
easy to integrate with the other modules; the ease
to change to another camera system; compatibili-
ty with the Linux device driver in order to interact
with OS. The best type of camera to install on the
UAV is the Industrial Camera, but some of them
needs a framer grabber to handle the image acqui-
sition and have a high price.

2.3. GPS Systems

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite
navigation system that provides positioning, nav-
igation and time information (PNT) anywhere on
Earth, provided when there is an unobstructed line
of sight to four or more GPS satellites [8].

The timing service is implemented by incorpo-
rating in each GPS satellite a high accuracy atomic
clock. The satellites permanently broadcast their
own time to the receiver, so they can synchronize
themselves. Besides the information about the time
of each satellite, the satellites also broadcast their
current position.

With the information about the time the mes-
sage was sent and the speed (speed of light), it is
possible for the GPS module to calculate the dis-
tance between him and the satellites. By knowing
the position of the satellites, which is sent in the
message, and by calculating the distance between
the GPS module and the satellite, it is possible for
the GPS module to calculate his own position [6].
The protocol that is used by the majority of the
GPS modules to communicate with other devices is
the NMEA 0183, created by the National Marine
Electronics Association [13].

In order to improve the accuracy of the GPS sys-
tem can be used some technologies: DGPS and
RTK-GPS.

DGPS, Differential GPS is a method to improve
the positioning and timing performance of GPS
using one or more reference stations on Earth at
known fixed locations, each equipped with at least
one GPS receiver. Accuracy of modern DGPS re-
ceivers is within 1 meter [7].

Real Time Kinematic GPS can provide centime-
ter accuracy measurements in real time [6]. The us-
er antenna needs to be within a distance of 10 km
to the base station, in order to receive real time ra-
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dio links that transmit information concerning the
position correction.

2.3.1 Data Communication

An UAV is able to autonomously fly during all phas-
es of the flight, but has to be monitored from a base
station. The communication system should be able
to collect the data and transmit it to the base s-
tation. The success of UAVs missions is extremely
dependent on the availability, high performance and
security of the communication channel. As such, a
communication channel is essential in an UAV sys-
tem.

The main requirements that should be taken in-
to account, in order to choose the communication
channel for this project are: low cost and enough
bandwidth to transmit the gathered sensors. To es-
timate the necessary bandwidth for the data link, a
JPEG image with 106 kB (1280 x 720 resolution),
was repeatedly set at a rate of 10 fps and the re-
sult was a bandwidth of 8480 kbps. The other sen-
sors require a small bandwidth, less than 100 kbps.
Thus, the communication channel require a band-
width, at least, of 8580 kbps.

Dedicated Channels With a dedicated channel
there is no sharing of the available bandwidth, since
the communication line is used for one single pur-
pose. A dedicated channel avoid interferences and
allows data transfer with higher reception quality.
As a consequence, they are normally used when it
is required the availability of highly reliable dedi-
cated communication channel with minimal signal
delay[3] [5].

With a dedicated channel there is no sharing of
the available bandwidth, since the communication
line is used for one single purpose. A dedicated
channel avoids interferences and allows data trans-
fer with higher reception quality. As a consequence,
they are normally used when the availability of
highly reliable dedicated communication channel is
required with minimal signal delay. The major dis-
advantage of these channels is the high price.

The UAVs military industry commonly used fre-
quencies over UHF/VHF, S and C bands, but these
data links do not meet the demand of the desired
data link rate [3]. Therefore, more efficient frequen-
cy bands of L, X, and Ku are used in UAV systems
today. Some links allows point-to-point data trans-
missions of up to 274 Mbps, which are enough to
handle full-motion video in UAVs with more than
200 km range [5].

WiFi 802.11 is a set of wireless local access net-
work (WLAN) standards developed by the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) that

are mainly used for local wireless communications
in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz Industrial, Science and
Medical (ISM) frequency bands.

Those 802.11 standards consist of a physical lay-
er and media access control (MAC) protocols [12].
The most popular protocols are those defined by
the 802.11b, 802.11g, 802.11a and 802.11n.

A MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) solu-
tion can send a single stream, by using spatial diver-
sity, or multiple simultaneous streams using spatial
multiplexing to increase the transmission rate [2].
The multiple antennas pairs can provide indepen-
dent spatial paths between transmitter and receiv-
er. Multiple antennas used in MIMO use multiple
radio frequencies and thus more electrical power.

Today, most high-rate wireless systems use MI-
MO technologies, including 802.11n, LTE and
WiMAX [4] [10].

WiFi-based Long Distance (WiLD) networks are
emerging as a low-cost connectivity solution for
long distances. Unlike common wireless network-
s, which use omnidirectional antennas to cater to
short ranges, WiLD networks are comprised of
point-to-point wireless links, where each link can
be as long as 100 km. To achieve long distances in
single point-to-point links, nodes use high-gain(e.g.
30 dBi) directional antennas [9].

WiLDNet makes several essential changes to the
802.11 MAC protocol, but continues to exploit s-
tandard (low-cost) WiFi network cards. To better
handle losses and improve link utilization, WiLD-
Net uses an adaptive loss-recovery mechanism using
FEC and bulk acknowledgments [11].

3. System Architecture
The main elements of the overall system and of their
sub systems, composed by the two main units: the
mobile station installed in the UAV, and the base
station (see figure 2).

As previously mentioned, the main goal of this
project is to develop a set of software modules in to
different stations with these functionalities: GPS
acquisition, image acquisition, other signals acqui-
sition, geotagging, communication between the two
stations, display all the gathered data at the base
station. In order to accomplish these functionalities
a set of hardware devices will needed (see figure 2).

3.1. Mobile Station
The mobile sub system will be integrated with the
UAV and is based on an on-board computing mod-
ule. This module is connected to a GPS module re-
ceiver, and to a camera for image acquisition. The
data obtained by the GPS module and the video
camera, as well as other data from UAV sensors will
be sent to the base station using a data transmitter.
For such propose, the acquired data will be proper-
ly encoded and compressed before transmission via
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed architec-
ture: Mobile and Base Stations

WiFi.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram that illustrates

the several modules that constitute the mobile sta-
tion and therefore, must be implemented.

Figure 3: Mobile station block diagram

The system is composed by the following ele-
ments:
WebCam Module: Hardware which assures

the image capture.
Image graber: software device driver that

makes the interface for analog video capture. The
image is captured in YUV 4:2:2 format, that con-
tains minimally processed data from the camera.
Image encoding: Module that encodes the im-

age into a format suitable for transmission. The
image in YUV 4:2:2 format is compressed to JPEG
format.
GPS: Hardware which assures the communica-

tion with the GPS satellites.
GPS daemon: Daemon responsible for the in-

terface between the application and the GPS hard-
ware.
GPS acquisition: Module that communicates

with the GPS daemon and formats the GPS data.
Geotagging: Module that tags the gathered

sensors (image and other sensors) with the georef-
erence data, when the sensors are acquired.
Other sensors Acquisition: Software layer

that receives the other sensors data from the UAV.
System control and data multiplexing:

Modulo that controls all the data and prioritize it
to be sent.
Message formatting and protocol imple-

mentation: module that sends data messages to

the base station.

3.2. Hardware
The hardware modules used in this project are:
Camera, GPS and single-board computer.

Camera Given the requirements of this project,
the selected camera is a Logitech HD Webcam
C270. This camera is an USB webcam and will in-
terface with the processing board by using the the
Video4Linux device driver, provided by the Linux
distribution. One important feature of this camera
is its compatibility with the UVC driver. For the
desired proof of concept prototype, this camera fits
the requirements: low price, lightweight, easy to in-
tegrate and small dimensions. This camera features
are: Video capture: Up to 1280 x 720 pixels; Up to
30 frames per second; Photos: Up to 3.0 megapix-
els; Hi-Speed USB 2.0 certified; 220 grams weight;

GPS The tracking feature corresponding to this
work will be supported by a GPS receiver. The GP-
S module will be responsible for providing location
and time information in all weather conditions, any-
where on Earth, provided that is an unobstructed
line of sight to four or more GPS satellites . This
device will be installed in the UAV, and connected
to the single board computer using USB.

The chosen module was the ND-100S GPS USB
Dongle. This module is easy to install, only needs
a USB connection and it does not require any addi-
tional power source. With this type of GPS, it can
be achieved horizontal accuracy of about 3 meters
(or better) and vertical accuracy of 5 meters.

Single Board Computer The single board com-
puter is the main component of the mobile station
that and it implements many of the software mod-
ules of this project. This single board computer
interfaces with the video camera, the GPS receiv-
er and the remaining UAV sensors, and combines
all of the information into a protocol suitable for
streaming via the communication system.

In order to meet the computational restrictions
of this prof of concept prototype, the selected sin-
gle board computer was the Raspberry PI. It is an
extremely light weight (45grams) ARM board, with
a 700MHz processor and 512MB RAM. Despite the
better performance of other single board comput-
ers specified. The selection took into account the
availability of two USB ports, which will be used to
connect to the camera and to the GPS module.

Communication Link To transfer the informa-
tion acquired by the sensors, several technolo-
gies were considered including, dedicated channels,
LTE, ZigBee, WiFi, Wimax. Cell phones (LTE)
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were eliminated, due to the involved cost and to
concerns related to coverage. ZigBee was eliminat-
ed due the low bandwidth and low range. On the
other hand a dedicated channel would be the best
option, but due the involved cost, it was discarded
as well.

The chosen technology for the communication
link was the IEEE 802.11. The usage of directional
antennas or WiLD WiFi, in order to increase the
range, was discarded because it would be difficult
to keep a perfect and permanent alignment of the
antennas. Furthermore, this project is a proof of
concept with strict low cost requirements.

3.3. Communication protocol

In this project, was used a Reliable version of UDP
protocol (RUDP) to transmit the data from the mo-
bile station to the base station. RUDP is a simple
packet based transport protocol, layered on the UD-
P/IP Protocols and provides reliable connection.
Reliable UDP transports can offer the benefit of
high-capacity throughput, and minimal overhead,
when compared to the TCP. The following features
are supported by RUDP on the system. Transmit-
ter and receiver refer to either clients or servers that
are sending or receiving a data segment respectively
on a connection. The Client refers to the mobile sta-
tion that initiates the connection and Server refers
to the base station that listened for a connection.

To achieve reliability with the UDP protocol is
used acknowledges to know if message has arrived
to its destination. The sender is storing the message
in its memory as long as it is waiting for acknowl-
edge. Once it gets acknowledge, the message can
be discarded.

3.4. Base Station

The Base Station consists of a PC (laptop), with
an integrated WiFi interface (receiver). The Base
Station is responsible for receiving, processing and
representing the data collected at the UAV (Mobile
Station). The base station will receive the sensors
data, GPS coordinates, image and other sensors da-
ta, and present it to the user. The base station
will display a map widget, where the location of
the UAV is represented at the draw of the curren-
t track and the images are represented by markers
at the location of the acquisition. It is also dis-
played the images acquired by the mobile station in
a stream of JPEG images (similar to MJPEG) and
the data from sensors in charts, all in soft real time.
This architecture is composed by a group of mod-
ules responsible for post-processing and presenting
the data from the sensors (see figure 4).

The system is composed by the following ele-
ments:

Message formatting and protocol imple-
mentation: This module receives data messages

Figure 4: Base Station block diagram

from the mobile station.

System control and data multiplexing:
Module that provides the data management sup-
port, by receiving the data from the communication
platform and dispatching it to the other modules
responsible for the coordinate, image, and sensors
processing. It is also this module that is responsible
for the managing of the window events and the user
input.

Location track: Module that converts the co-
ordinates into a track.

Process image: This module formats the re-
ceived image to be displayed at the screen and the
map.

Map: This module is responsible for loading the
map widget where the location of the UAV will be
represented and tracked and captured images in-
serted. The communication between the modules
and the map widget are made through JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) messages.

Other sensors data: This module formats the
sensors data to be displayed in charts.

Screen: This is the interface module between
the application and the user, where the data will
be displayed after being processed; It is the module
responsible for show to the user the map with the
UAV track and the images at the location of the
acquisition. It is also responsible for display the
images in a stream of JPEG images and the sensors
in a chart format.

User input: Module that receives the user input
and sends it to the system control module.

4. System Integration and Implementation

The developed system is divided in two sub-
systems: the mobile station, located in the UAV,
and the base station on the ground. The develope-
d system in the mobile station simultaneously ac-
quires all the signals, encodes and compresses the
data and sends them to the other station through
a communication link. On the other hand, it is the
base station that receives, processes and displays
all the data and also receives and sends parameters
from the user.
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4.1. Mobile Station

The mobile station runs on the Raspberry Pi sin-
gle board computer. The developed system is an
multi-thread program in written C, which allows
the acquisition of the different sensors in parallel.
Figure 5 shows a simple overview of the conceived
system.

Figure 5: Mobile station threads

Image acquisition: Thread that grabs the im-
age from the camera to a buffer in YUV 4:2:2 for-
mat.

Image encoding: Thread that encodes the ac-
quired image using the JPEG standard, and out-
puts it into another buffer.

GPS: Thread that acquires the location coordi-
nates from the GPS device and process to a DD
format to georeference the gathered sensors.

Sensors acquisition: Thread that grabs sensors
data and transfers them to a buffer.

Transmission thread: Thread with higher pri-
ority, that controls the priority of each packet (Sen-
sors have priority over image) and send it to the
base station. It is also responsible for changing the
parameters received from the base station.

Image acquisition The developed system makes
use of an internal kernel API designed for the image
acquisition: the Video4Linux2 API. The aim is to
implement an application that programs the cap-
ture interface (a Video4Linux2 device) in order to
acquire images from the webcam.

As it was referred before, the digital camera con-
verts the signal directly to a digital output, without
the need of an external A/D converter. These de-
vices acquire the image data in a Raw pixel format,
which is obtained almost directly from the image
sensor of the camera. As a consequence, image da-
ta must be encoded in order to be more suitable for
transmission.

Video devices differ from many others in the vast
number of ways in which they can be configured.
As a result, much of a V4L2 driver implements code

which enables applications to discover a given de-
vice’s capabilities and to configure that device to
operate in the desired manner. In accordance, pro-
gramming a V4L2 device consists in this steps:

1. Opening the device.
2. Changing device properties, selecting a video

and audio input, video standard, picture brightness.
3. Negotiating a data format.
4. Negotiating an input/output method.
5. The actual input/output loop.
6. Closing the device.
Some these steps of depend on the V4L2 device

type and most of them can be executed out of order.

Image Encode After acquiring the image data in
YUV 4:2:2 format(640 x 480 resolution), there is the
need to compress it, mainly because it is required
to reduce the memory space and the transmission
bandwidth needed to stream it. For such purpose,
it was decided to use the JPEG standard, mostly
due to the wide availability of visualization mods,
for the receiver. Furthermore the JPEG format also
allows to geotag the image by using an EXIF tag.

It was decided to use Libjpeg to implement the
JPEG encoding. Libjpeg is a widely used free li-
brary that provides C code to read and write JPEG
compressed image files. The surrounding applica-
tion program receives or supplies image data a s-
canline at a time, using a straightforward uncom-
pressed image format.

Implementation of the image acquisition and
encode The implementation of the image acqui-
sition and encoding involves several tasks. The ac-
quisition process and the encoding process shall run
each in a different thread. Therefore, both process-
es will be running in parallel and sharing the image
buffer. As such, the acquisition module captures
the image to a buffer, that will be used by the en-
coder module. Subsequently, the encoder module
compresses the YCbCr image data from the acqui-
sition buffer and writes it to another output buffer.

In order to take advantage of all the resources of
the system it was developed one producer-consumer
architecture with three buffers. With this architec-
ture it is possible to simultaneously acquire one im-
age and encode another image and the consumer
does not need to wait until the consumer finish.
If the producer is much faster than the consumer,
some frames can be discarded. Using figure 6 as
an example: the acquisition thread may be acquir-
ing one image to the buffer A1 and when image is
acquired the thread starts acquiring to buffer A2.
Unless the encoding thread releases the A3 buffer,
the acquisition thread keeps changing between A1
and A2. When the encoder finishes the processing
of buffer A3, it starts the processing/encoding of
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the last acquired image. When the buffers change
pointers, they are controlled with locks to avoid syn-
chronization problems.

Figure 6: Image buffers

GPS acquisition The GPSd is a Linux daemon
that communicates with the attached GPS device
through NMEA messages, over RS232, USB, Blue-
tooth, TCP/IP or UDP links. Reports are normal-
ly shipped to TCP/IP port 2947, but they can al-
so go out via a shared-memory or D-BUS interface.
The GPSd responds to queries with a format that is
substantially easier to parse than the NMEA 0183,
emitted by most GPS receivers.

In accordance, we chose to use this device driv-
er because it transforms the NMEA0183 interface
into a C data structure, accessible by a socket. In
fact, throws to the client libraries that are provided
by the GPSD the client applications need not even
know about the protocol format. In this project,
in order to acquire the GPS information, the libg-
ps library is used, which is the interface that goes
through the GPSD to communicate with the GPS
device.

Threads management The process scheduler is
the component of the kernel that selects which pro-
cess to run next. The Linux scheduler offers three d-
ifferent scheduling policies: one for normal process-
es and two for real-time applications. A static prior-
ity value (sched priority) is assigned to each process
and this value can be changed only via system call-
s. Conceptually, the scheduler maintains a list of
runnable processes for each possible sched priority
value, and sched priority can have a value in the
range 0 to 99.

In order to improve the performance of
the project, the standard default schedule
(SCHED OTHER) of the transmission threads was
changed to the SCHED RR schedule, in order to
transmit the acquired data as soon as possible to
the base station. This necessity was concluded
after analysing the threads schedule and visualized
when an image finishes the encoding it was not
immediately sent.

To synchronize this high priority thread with the
others, one semaphore is used, which put in a wait
the thread until any gather sensor is ready to be
sent. Accordingly, this thread is always in wait un-
til one image or sensor data is ready to be sent.

In that moment, the thread enter the semaphore
and use the processor until the transmission finish.
The encoding thread also has a semaphore to put
on wait her activity until there exists a new image
to be encoded. However, since the acquisition of
an image is faster than the encoding, normally this
semaphore is always unlocked. But should the sys-
tem be mounted in a different hardware, this mea-
sure can be relevant (for example: a hardware with
a dedicated module for encoding). After implement
the synchronization and scheduling schemes, the fi-
nal system improved the performance considerably,
allowing up to 4 fps (see figure 7) and around 0.7 s
of latency.

Figure 7: Thread execution pattern with scheduling
adoption

Communication protocol To develop the com-
munication protocol between the mobile and base
stations, the ENet library was used. ENet is a C
library with the purpose of providing a simple and
robust network communication layer on top of UDP
(User Datagram Protocol). The primary feature it
provides is a reliable and an in-order to delivery all
the packets.

ENet provides sequencing for all packets, by as-
signing to each sent packet a sequence number that
is incremented as the packets are sent. ENet guar-
antees that no packet with a higher sequence num-
ber will be delivered before a packet with a lower
sequence number, thus ensuring that packets are
delivered exactly in the order they are sent.

In accordance, Enet guarantees the data being
transmitted from the UAV to the base station and
also ensures the required the fragmentation of the
packet by taking into account the observed packet
loss ratio of the link. Furthermore, the adoption of
the Enet protocol, alleviates the need of encapsu-
lating the packets with complex control information
(see figure 8).

In accordance, it is not need to send extra fields
in the packet (like sequence number and checksum)
since Enet already does that. Table 2 shows the
packet structure that is sent over the Enet protocol.

The packet structure:
Packet ID, there are 3 types of packet: image

packet, sensors packet (sensor packet have a ex-
tra field with the size of each sensor), configuration
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Figure 8: System integration with Enet protocol

16 bits 64 bits Data size
ID GPS coordinates lat/long data

Table 2: The packet structure

packet. The acknowledgement packets and retrans-
mission packets are provided by the Enet protocol.
GPS coordinates is the packet geottag, with

the coordinates of the acquired data.
Data is the data to be sent.
The configuration packet does not have the GPS

coordinates. It only has an ID and the configuration
command.

4.2. Base Station
The architecture of the base station consists on a
web application system responsible for receiving the
acquired data from the mobile station. The GPS
coordinates are used to track the trajectory on a
map while displaying the acquired image and the
other sensors in charts. The map should also have
markers with the sensors and image location. The
user interface should also allow the user to change
some parameters in the UAV (see figure 9).

Like any web application, this system has two
modules: the client side, which runs on the browser
and the server side which runs in the server. The
system modules were developed in C (receiver mod-
ule), HTML (interface), JavaScript (client side sup-
port modules) and Node.js (control and data mul-
tiplexing).
Message formatting and protocol imple-

mentation: This module represents is the serv-
er side of the communication module, between the
mobile station and the base station, which imple-
ments the RUDP protocol. This module receives
the acquired sensors data from the mobile station
and extracts the information.

To ensure the communication between this mod-
ule and the system control module, a continuous
connection throw a TCP socket is created, to allow
both sides to know the data format.
System control and data multiplexing: This

is the main module of the base station. It was de-
veloped in Node.Js, by using the web application
framework Express, which helps to develop a REST
(Representational State Transfer) application. This

Figure 9: Base station implementation overview

is the module that creates the HTTP server.

This module is also responsible for processing
the information that is received from the Message
formatting and protocol implementation module.
When the information is received, this module ex-
tract the information, analyses it and sends it to a
module in the client side (in a JSON object), throw
a Socket.IO.

Map Module: In this particular project, the
map is used to display the current position and
trangectory of the UAV. This module is also re-
sponsible for displaying the image and sensors data
georeferenced by their GPS location.

To accomplish these tasks, the Google Maps API
includes some modules which interact with the map.
There are three main modules with relevance for
this project: Marker that allows insert marker-
s in the map. This module is used in the project
to put a marker where the images and sensors were
acquired (see figure 10). Infowindow the info win-
dow allows to show the sensors and image data on
the map (see figure 10). The info window is used
together with the marker. When the user clicks on
the marker, the InfoWindow appears with the sen-
sors and image information. Polyline that allows
to drawing in the map. This module is used in the
project in order to track the UAV route in real time.

Figure 10: Map example with marker and InfoWin-
dow
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User interface: The interface runs on the
browser of the base station personal computer and
enables the user to see the signals that were ac-
quired by the mobile station in a responsive inter-
face (see figure 11). Furthermore, it allows inter-
acting with the application and setup some param-
eters. This interface allows the user to see the UAV
trangectory, the sequence of images acquired (simi-
lar to MJPEG video) and the sensors in charts, all
in soft real time. For the frontend development, it
was used Bootstrap.

Figure 11 illustrates the conceived user interface.
In the following, it will be presented a brief descrip-
tion of the several menus and buttons and the main
display.

Figure 11: Base station user interface

1. Button that selects the layout embedding the
map, image data and sensors data.

2. Button that selects the layout with the map
in full screen.

3. Button that selects the layout with only the
image data stream.

4. Button that selects the layout with all the
sensors data.

5. Pop-up menu to choose the desired image res-
olution.

6. Map where the UAV is tracked and where the
images and sensors are georeferenced.

7. Stream of image data.

8. Plots of the sensors data.

9. Pop-up which selects the observed sensor.
More sensors could be add.

5. Results

To perform this considered tests a Raspberry PI
board was used to tun the mobile station code, con-
nected to the base station with a WiFi wireless link.
The base station code was run in a personal com-
puter (Lenovo T430). This computer was also con-
nected to the internet, in order to use the Google
Maps service. Several tests were conducted to test
the obtained performance of the system, as well the
overall functionality of the system.

5.1. Mobile Station
To test the performance of the mobile station, a set
of system timers were used to measure how much
time each module spends to do one step of the pro-
cess. When the time is acquired, it is calculated the
image acquisition time, encoding time, GPS acqui-
sition time, sensors acquisition time and finally the
transmission time

The majority of the tests that were performed in
the mobile station focused on performance. Since
the module that needs more computational pow-
er is the image module (acquisition and encoding),
several tests were made to evaluate the influence of
the acquisition rate of the other external sensors on
the resulting image encoding rate. Table 3 presents
the obtained results. As it can be observed 1 M-
samples/s there is significant impact at the image
module.

Sample Rate Average FPS
1 ksamples/s 4.07
10 ksamples/s 3.9
100 ksamples/s 3.88
1 Msamples/s 3

Table 3: Influence of sensors sample rate in the per-
formance of the image module

On the other hand, the maximum frame rate that
allows the application to run without losing frames
is 4 fps (max) see figure12

Figure 12: Image acquisition and encoding frame-
rate in the Raspberry Pi version 1

5.2. Base Station
To evaluate the base station, a test was performed
in order check if the main goals were accomplish.
In order to test the base station with full features
it was necessary use the mobile station implement-
ed on the Raspberry Pi, connected to the computer
with a wireless link. The GPS coordinates was ac-
quired from the GPSFake which it was using a N-
MEA Log of a flight. To simulate the sensors, it was
acquired the data from the temperature and CPU
usage from the raspberry pi and sent to the base
station in order to, visualize it at the user interface
in real-time.
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All the goals were accomplished : Trajectory and
position of the UAV on a map; Georeference images
and sensors on a map; Show the sensors acquired
data; Show the a acquired images in sequence sim-
ilar to MJPEG.

The figure 13 shows the full interface with all the
features presented before.

Figure 13: Base station interface

6. Conclusions

The implemented system, on Raspberry Pi single
board computer, is able to acquire and encode im-
age with a frame rate of 4 fps, acquire the sensors
data, acquire the position of the mobile station and
send the gathered information to the base station.
The system also allows to georeference the acquired
images by creating an Exif tag.

The project also comprehended the implementa-
tion of the communication software, between the
on-board computer and the base station. The im-
plemented system has a wireless WiFi communica-
tion between the mobile and base station, imple-
mented using the RUDP protocol in order to fulfil
the required of data reliability. The image data,
which is the one which needs more bandwidth, is
compressed to a more suitable format (JPEG) be-
fore send to the base station.

The user interface was developed in Node.js and
is able to receive the data from the mobile station,
process it and display it on a map with the UAV tra-
jectory, together with the images and sensors em-
bedded on the map, all in real time. The interface
displays the acquired image in a sequence similar
to MJPEG and the sensors in charts. The base s-
tation is also able to send parameters from the user
interface to mobile station (e.g. image resolution).

To respect the requirements in terms of space,
low price and weight, it was designed an architec-
ture based on a modular system, with the aim of
providing a functional integration in another sys-
tem and an easily maintenance.
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